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Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Theres a reason millions of kids love this quirky, funny, out-of-the-ordinary family comedy. Itre on a roll, and theyve watched all the five previous adventures, plus two movies, too. Now get them to fill out a Diary of a Wimpy Kid page, and let them relive
the fun of reading an imaginary letter to their favorite uncle. Kids love reading, and this will keep them entertained for hours. Dogville: The youngest members of the family are usually the most resistant to whatever their big brother or sister wants, but if you can get them to
just watch this movie, theyll go way beyond anything else youll ask them to do. Anyone who has ever been left in charge of a houseful of kids on vacation knows exactly how this movie plays out. And if you like it, check out Letters to Juliet, the movie adaptation of the best-
selling young adult novel. So you want to know why Macey Stewart joined the cast of The Twilight Zone revival? Because her twin sister, who plays her character's other sister, had some pretty unrealistic expectations of the role. And because the actress herself first got into

acting through a passion for horror movies, she loves taking the lead in a thriller. As Macey explains, "I had a twin who played a twin in High School Musical, and she thought playing a twin in a horror movie was really cool. She got really into it. So I wanted to do a horror
movie." And what she did not know is that getting cast in The Twilight Zone revival, would also involve her taking a role she couldn't have known about. Rated G
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Not every musical can be, a la The Sound of Music, a cross between a movie and a Broadway show. But we are impressed with this fully staged production that manages to tickle all your musical-fairy-tale-movie buttons even as it shoves a serious message--resiliency--into
the narrative. Rachel Platten's torch song, No Place Like Home, benefits from a flawless musical-theater score, and Diane Paulus (Thoroughly Modern Millie) throws in a bowl of whimsy. The characters are familiar, but at the same time they're freshly hip and deeply poignant.
All hail The Wiz! Rated PG-13 Movie Maker produces movies, but with Movie Maker, you can also make flipbooks, photo books, slide shows, and more. Make quick video MP4s, or export your movies to YouTube and Facebook. Edit your videos, add music, get an image border,
choose your video format, and more. Movies, TV shows, and other videos can be shared with your friends and family on social networks. Upload videos to Facebook, Instagram, Twitter , and Vine, view videos on City of Chicago , WGN TV , Fox 32 , and CBS 2 , and watch on
Instagram . While the movie is coming to a close, our hero and his friends are amazed to find that the Evil Queen has turned them into birds and flown away with them on her broom. He resolves to use a little magic to get back to the surface and returns home. The Queen,
however, has borrowed a motorboat from Elmer's neighbors, and has just set a trap for him. Capture your memories with AutoFocus and Time Lapse. Movie-making has never been so easy! Choose from 6 amazing time lapse videos to capture the best moments of the day.

Then easily edit the time lapse video to add a unique effect or title text. 5ec8ef588b
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